A quick overview of the latest guidance and evidence on current issues such as smoking, sexual health, health inequalities, mental health, obesity, substance abuse, women’s health – in fact anything that you ask for!

If you have a topic suggestion, please email it to Rachel Posaner. Previous searches can be found at: http://bit.ly/1H6QOQk

**Parliament UK**

*High Court judgement in the case of GMC v Bawa-Garba* (Health Select Committee, 13 Feb. 2018)

**General Medical Council (GMC)**

*Our response to BAPIO’s open letter on the Dr Bawa-Garba case* (9 Feb. 2018)

**BMA**

*Bawa-Garba and the importance of standing together as a profession* (8 Feb. 2018)

*Doctors stress importance of duty of candour* (7 Feb. 2018)

*GMC commitments follow Bawa-Garba ruling* (7 Feb. 2018)

**Nuffield Trust**

*The unwritten contract: the moral and ethical obligations of doctors* (15 Feb. 2018)

**HSMC Library Snappy Search**

*Bawa-Garba case ruling* (5 Feb. 2018)

**BMJ**

*GMC pushes for automatic erasure when a doctor is convicted of a serious crime* (15 Feb. 2018)


*GMC responds to concerns raised by Bawa-Garba case* (9 Feb. 2018)

*How should doctors use e-portfolios in the wake of the Bawa-Garba case?* (8 Feb. 2018)

Letters exchanged between broadcaster Nick Ross and GMC Chair Terence Stephenson: *first letter* (NR to TS); *response* (TS to NR); *second letter* (NR to TS); *response* (TS to NR); *third letter* (NR to TS)

*Medical students’ views on the Dr Bawa-Garba case*

**Pulse**

*Bawa-Garba: timeline of a case that has rocked medicine* (13 Feb. 2018)
Bawa-Garba case prompts Government and General Medical Council reviews – will doctors’ fears be addressed?

GMC says it is ‘not discriminatory’ following Dr Bawa-Garba case (12 Feb. 2018)

Bawa-Garba: how can we curb this culture of blame? (9 Feb. 2018)

Struck-off junior doctor to appeal High Court decision (7 Feb. 2018)

GP Online

What role did reflections play in the case of Dr Hadiza Bawa-Garba? (7 Feb. 2018)

Blogs and other news

So was she a scapegoat? Damning new evidence suggests junior paediatrician caring for boy, six, when he died of sepsis was hung out to dry and others are equally to blame (Daily Mail, 19 Feb. 2018)

Should Hadiza Bawa-Garba have been struck off as a doctor? I believe so (Guardian, 19 Feb. 2018)

Like many others, Dr Hadiza Bawa-Garba was left in charge of a failing aircraft (New Statesman, 18 Feb. 2018)

Dr Bawa-Garba: Who’s to blame when a medical tragedy occurs? (ABC News, 15 Feb. 2018)

Implications for Australia (AMA, 9 Feb. 2018)

Between a GMC-shaped rock and lots of hard places: medical errors in the era of Dr Bawa-Garba (The Medical Student, 8 Feb. 2018)

We are all Hadiza Bawa-Garba. Any doctor could make the same mistake (Guardian, 7 Feb. 2018)

Jeremy Hunt orders review of medical manslaughter charges (Times, 6 Feb. 2018)